SAFARI Montage provides K–12 districts with an interoperable LOR to search and manage digital resources and create playlists, plus a Video Streaming Library, and IPTV & Live Media Streaming, to feed an LMS and other enterprise systems.
Learning Object Repository (LOR)

A place for teachers, students and administrators to store, search, access and share district created, free curated and procured digital resources used individually or district-wide in teaching and learning from any device and any place.

Uses:

- Stock Google Classroom, Microsoft Teams and all of the leading LMSs with procured, curated and created learning objects
- Easily upload, auto-convert and meta-tag curated and created digital resources to share with teachers, staff and students
- Establish an interoperable foundation for a K–12 Digital Learning Ecosystem
- Provide the most robust and refined Federated Search access to content from multiple sources via one interface
- Provide educators with high-quality instructional resources correlated to standards
- Power personalized learning using SMART learning objects to create playlists and lessons
- Extensive metadata including learning resource types, grade range, copyright, description, publisher language, attachments and more
- NEW! Engage students in person or remotely with the Get it? live formative assessment tool

SINGLE SIGN-ON & ROSTERING

One Log-In (Tied to LDAP) — Single Sign-On

Access (via LTI® and other APIs) to:

Google Classroom, Microsoft Teams, Buzz, Alexandria, FieldTrip zoom, Clever, Follett Aspen, G Suite, DESTINY+

OneRoster*

Student Information System Integration with nightly rostering updates

PowerSchool, Infinite Campus, Focus Softwares, Synergy, Genesis, Skyward, LOR Lesson Presenter License

LMS INTEGRATION

Search the LOR from your LMS

Add object links using SSO & LTI®

Google Classroom™, Microsoft Teams, D2L®, Schoology®, Blackboard, It's Learning, Moodle

CONFERENCING INTEGRATION

Launch virtual meetings, and save and access session recordings from the LOR

Google Meet, Zoom, Microsoft Teams

NEW!

NEW!

ASSESSMENT INTEGRATION

Leverage resources in the LOR within SchoolCity’s Personalized Review Assignments

NEW!

“SAFARI Montage Learning Object Repository makes our Curriculum Equity Initiative possible through its flexibility, interoperability and equitable access for every school in the district.”

– Lily McDonagh, Director of Education Initiatives, Chief Education Office, Chicago Public Schools
FEDERATED SEARCH ACCESS

ONE SEARCH — Federated Search Access to:

ONLINE DATABASES

CLOUD STORAGE

DIGITAL COURSE RESOURCES

OERs*

VIDEO STREAMING LIBRARY

DISTRICT CURATED WEB RESOURCES

“By providing our teachers with a library of vetted, curated resources via the SAFARI Montage LOR, we are enabling them to build their lessons fully without ever having to go out and find additional content. Through the integration with our LMS, the entire process of searching and adding these resources to lessons is seamless from the teacher’s perspective.”

– Tricia Kennedy, Executive Director of Instructional Development and Support, Gwinnett County Public Schools (GA)

*Web links are provided “as is” by SAFARI Montage to free and open educational resources owned or curated by independent third parties who do not endorse or sponsor SAFARI Montage and whose content is subject to their privacy practices and terms of use.
PLAYLISTS

Combine learning objects and activities to create instructional playlists to support personalized learning. Playlists now appear in federated search results, and can be searched by standard.

NEW! GET IT?
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT TOOL

Support student engagement during live in-class and real-time remote instruction simultaneously. Teachers can create and/or assign a pre-loaded review playlist for immediate remediation for all students or only to students who answered incorrectly.

Get it? Review Playlist

Teacher Prep View

Student View
NEW! v.8.0

LOR Lesson Presenter™
Manage playlists in lessons with Course Scope & Sequence tools

• Easy dashboard access to courses
• Simple drop-down Course Navigation
• Organize playlists into district-created department folders
• Provide district-approved full course scope & sequence and lesson resources to ensure all schools & students have equitable access to relevant instructional lessons
• Teachers can easily copy & customize lesson playlists

• Support for groups of co-editors, providing each with equal access and editing rights on the same playlist. Playlists display the editor, date and time of last edits
• Supports lesson collaboration among lesson co-editors and developers
• Coming Soon Course rostering via OneRoster

NEW! v9.0

LOR Cloud
Now for the first time, the refined features of the SAFARI Montage LOR are available without any need for hardware inside a school district. The LOR Cloud platform is for districts that want to manage all of their curated, created and procured learning objects in the cloud, interoperably with all of their other district enterprise solutions. It is ideal for flexible in-person and remote instruction needs.